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private collectors and cultural institutions drive sotheby ... - painted in the late 1920’s, gutman’s idyllic
tiberias landscape sold for $250,000 - establishing a new auction record for the artist previously established by
sotheby’s in 2001. the art & fashion of elsa schiaparelli - in the 1920’s, the sweater was an important
piece of clothing for a new type of “modern” woman who would rather play a game of tennis than sit still in a
parlor. but sweaters of the time tended to lose their ... more marks and history of james dixons & sons
taken from ... - more marks and history of james dixons & sons . taken from "made in sheffield - the story of
james dixon & sons - silversmiths - by pauline cooper bell" isbn 1-901587-52-5 first published september 2004
. this article is intended as a brief summary of the history of james dixon & sons giving extra information and
showing other marks used by dixons additional to what was already published ... 20th century &
contemporary art & design - £1,830.00 £1,830.00 † helmut newton (german 1920-2004), ‘surprise’, silver
gelatin print, printed by helmut newton studio pre-1985, certificate of authenticity dadaglobe reconstructed
- museum of modern art - dadaglobe reconstructed dadaglobe reconstructed the museum of modern art,
new york june 12, 2016-september 18, 2016 dadaglobe submissions from jean (hans) arp (french, born
germany (alsace). 1886–1966) the suffragettes: deeds not words - the national archives - agent for dr.
dys’ paris specialties at paris prices, also for jane hading’s famous eau de jeunesse, and for roger and gallet,
piver, houbigant, &c. new henna paste vegetable hair colouring, only genuine, used by one hundred years
of poverty and policy - lse research online - one hundred years of poverty and policy 10 the whole idea of
what poverty is and how to measure it has changed a great deal in the past century, although many of the
basic issues remain remarkably familiar. we have not attempted to trace this debate in detail, not least
because it has been done by others, notably ruth lister (2004) in her recent book. however, social scientists’
work in ...
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